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Abstract The Epidemic-Type Aftershock Sequence (ETAS) model is widely used to describe the
occurrence of earthquakes in space and time, but there has been little discussion dedicated to the
limits of, and influences on, its estimation. Among the possible influences we emphasize in this article the
effect of the cutoff magnitude, Mcut, above which parameters are estimated; the finite length of
earthquake catalogs; and missing data (e.g., during lively aftershock sequences). We analyze catalogs from
Southern California and Italy and find that some parameters vary as a function of Mcut due to changing
sample size (which affects, e.g., Omori’s c constant) or an intrinsic dependence on Mcut (as Mcut increases,
absolute productivity and background rate decrease). We also explore the influence of another form of
truncation—the finite catalog length—that can bias estimators of the branching ratio. Being also a
function of Omori’s p value, the true branching ratio is underestimated by 45% to 5% for 1.05< p< 1.2.
Finite sample size affects the variation of the branching ratio estimates. Moreover, we investigate the
effect of missing aftershocks and find that the ETAS productivity parameters (α and K0) and the Omori’s c
and p values are significantly changed for Mcut< 3.5. We further find that conventional estimation errors
for these parameters, inferred from simulations that do not account for aftershock incompleteness, are
underestimated by, on average, a factor of 8.

1. Introduction

The Epidemic-Type Aftershock Sequence (ETAS) model is one of the most widely used statistical models to
describe the temporal (and later on spatial) clustering of seismicity [Ogata, 1988, 1998]. While other models
to describe seismicity have been proposed over the years [Vere-Jones, 1970, 1978, 2005; Kagan and Knopoff,
1987; Console and Murru, 2001; Lippiello et al., 2007; Turcotte et al., 2007], we focus on ETAS because it is com-
monly used for research and is being applied in operational earthquake forecasting [Marzocchi and Lombardi,
2009; Marzocchi and Murru, 2012; Marzocchi et al., 2014; Rhoades et al., 2015] and time-dependent seismic
hazard [Gerstenberger et al., 2014; Field et al., 2015].

As its name suggests, ETAS was designed to describe aftershocks, in particular by expressing their rate as a
function of time (temporal model) or as a function of time and space (spatiotemporal model). ETAS reflects
the fundamental observation that aftershocks tend to cluster near and after a main shock. Themodel consists
of two parts: (1) background events, which occur independently but are often interpreted as being caused by
the same underlying process (e.g., tectonic loading due to plate movement) and (2) aftershocks, which are
triggered by other earthquakes, either background events or previous aftershocks. The independent and trig-
gered parts are described by the conditional intensity function λwhich quantifies the earthquake rate at time
t and location (x, y) (in case of a spatiotemporal model)

λ t; x; yjHtð Þ ¼ μ x; yð Þ þ
X
j:tj<t

g t � tj ; x � xj; y � yj;Mj

� �
(1)

where μ(x, y) [time� 1 �distance� 2] is the spatially heterogeneous background rate and g(t� tj, x� xj, y� yj;
Mj) [time� 1 �distance� 2] is the triggering function. The triggering function expresses the influence of past
earthquakes with tj< t or equivalently the history Ht of the seismicity up to time t. It consists of empirical dis-
tribution functions, which model the productivity of aftershocks by a parent earthquake and the distribution
of aftershocks in time and space. It has the following form [Ogata, 1998]:
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g t; x; y;Mð Þ ¼ K0 e
α M�Mcutð Þ � c p�1 t þ cð Þ�p p� 1ð Þ � f x; yjMð Þ ; (2)

where the temporal and spatial distributions are normalized. In the common ETAS formulation the spatial
decay f follows a power law with

f x; yjMð Þ ¼ d eγ M�Mcutð Þ
� �q�1

=π� x2 þ y2 þ d eγ Mj�Mcutð Þ� ��q
q� 1ð Þ; (3)

which shows good performance in Ogata and Zhuang [2006] and Werner et al. [2011].

The triggering function provides information about the stability of the earthquake-generating process. The
branching ratio n describes a process as stable if n< 1, critical if n=1, and supercritical or explosive if
n> 1. In nature we observe extended earthquake sequences over long periods with stable features, but they
could include temporarily explosive processes that culminate in large earthquakes [Sornette and Helmstetter,
2002] and could explain accelerated seismicity in the time before large earthquakes (see review by Mignan
[2011]). n describes the average number of aftershocks per earthquake when averaged over all magnitudes
with

n ¼ ∫
Mmax

M0
K0e

α M�M0ð Þ�p Mð Þ dM ¼
K0β
β � α

1� e� β�αð Þ Mmax�M0ð Þ

1� e�β Mmax�M0ð Þ for α≠β

K0β Mmax �M0ð Þ
1� e�β Mmax�M0ð Þ for α ¼ β

8>><
>>: ; (4)

where p(M) is the probability density function (pdf) of the magnitude distribution, β = log(10)*b the exponent
of the magnitude distribution,M0 is the magnitude above which data are assumed to be complete, andMmax

is the maximummagnitude assumed in p(M). There exist more definitions of the branching ratio [Helmstetter
and Sornette, 2003] which are biased under certain conditions, and we explore this bias in section 4.

Readers not familiar with the details of the ETAS model, we refer to the supporting information, where
we extensively review the functional form of ETAS: we characterize and explain each parameter of the
spatiotemporal ETAS model and briefly summarize the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) procedure,
through which parameter estimates are obtained. We indicate model assumptions and their potential
consequences.

The ETAS model is extensively used throughout the literature for various purposes, including: (i) the
description and quantification of seismic characteristics of different tectonic zones, with the distribution
of the aftershocks in space and time. Hence, ETAS serves as a tool to understand the interplay between
tectonic forces and observed seismicity rates [Kagan et al., 2010; Chu et al., 2011]. (ii) The ETAS model plays
a key role in null-hypothesis testing, e.g., about the physics of earthquake generation [Ogata and Zhuang,
2006]. Since the ETAS model incorporates the stochasticity of the clustering process, it represents a better
null hypothesis than the Poisson hypothesis [Werner, 2008] (note that an alternative null hypothesis
consists in using the negative binomial distribution to represent earthquake clustering [e.g., Mignan
et al., 2013], (iii) ETAS is commonly used to prospectively forecast seismicity such as in the Collaboratory
for the Study of Earthquake Predictability project (e.g., Lombardi and Marzocchi [2010] (Italy); [Werner
et al. [2011] (California); and Zhuang [2011] (Japan)) or in a modified form to forecast induced seismicity
[Bachmann et al., 2011].

The ETAS model has been developed and applied for almost three decades and is now being used routinely
by the statistical seismology community. However, its parameter estimates are influenced by the model for-
mulation and its deviation from the observations. The choice of the model depends on the scientific question
and can be formulated, e.g., with or without time-dependent background rate, anisotropic aftershock trigger-
ing, spatially and temporally varying ETAS parameters, finite duration of aftershock triggering, and 3-D
description of location. Furthermore, parameter estimates are influenced by data truncation through the
choice of the magnitude cutoff Mcut. We dedicate the present study to several of these points: we discuss
the bias introduced by incomplete aftershocks and finite catalog length and the effect of data truncation
through the choice of Mcut.

The data set can be truncated at any Mcut between the minimum magnitude Mc at which the data are
thought to be complete (see review and tutorial on Mc by Mignan and Woessner [2012]) and the maximum
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magnitude above which the ETAS estimation procedure is unstable due to sample size limitations. How this
choice affects parameter estimates is discussed in several studies. Wang et al. [2010a] found that by increas-
ing the magnitude threshold of the auxiliary window the branching ratio and p decrease, d increases, and α
stays approximately the same. Schoenberg et al. [2010] found that by increasing Mcut in the target window c,
d, p, and q change and that the true values of p and q are not recovered. They also observe that the trends of
the changes depend on the formulation of the ETAS model. We find changes in the parameter estimates of c
and d, too, which is counterintuitive at first, as the time and space distributions are independent of magni-
tude. In addition to the study of Schoenberg et al. [2010] we provide in section 3 an explanation to these
observations and analytical formulations for the intrinsic dependence of the background rate and K0 on
Mcut. Our argumentations are similar to those of Harte [2015] who gives detailed explanations on the origin
of parameter bias based on the concept of broken and false linkages. Beyond the effects considered by Harte
[2015] we investigate the influence of incomplete aftershock sequences on parameter estimates.

Incomplete aftershock sequences occur when Mcut is below the completeness threshold of aftershock
sequences which is, immediately after a large earthquake, higher than the threshold of general seismicity
(Mc(af)>Mc(bulk)). Incomplete data influence the estimates of the productivity parameters α and K0
[Helmstetter et al., 2006; Werner et al., 2011; Hainzl et al., 2013; Omi et al., 2014] and the estimate of c [Utsu
et al., 1995; Kagan, 2004; Hainzl, 2016a]. The missing data due to incomplete aftershock sequences represent
a substantial fraction of the total earthquake data: Kagan [2004] found that following the Landers earthquake
in 1992, between 17,500 and 28,000 events aboveM= 2 were missing, which corresponds to roughly 25% of
the Southern Californian catalog [Hauksson et al., 2012]. An obvious solution to avoid data incompleteness
would be to choose a sufficiently large Mcut. However, the price for neglecting small earthquakes is large:
small earthquakes may provide insight into the seismic process [Ebel, 2008;Mignan, 2014] or reveal seismicity
characteristics more clearly, like the occurrence of foreshocks before large earthquakes [Mignan, 2012a;
Schurr et al., 2014]. Moreover, including small earthquakes reduce the bias of ETAS parameter estimates
related to sample size [Wang et al., 2010b] and the bias related to the dependence of the parameter estimates
on Mcut [Schoenberg et al., 2010; Harte, 2015].

The idea that aftershock incompleteness affects ETAS estimation is accepted among researchers, and there
are various approaches to handle the problem. Kagan [1991] and Hainzl et al. [2008] remove all aftershocks
in a certain time window after the main shock. Alternatively, Helmstetter et al. [2006] and Werner et al.
[2011] describe the completeness magnitude as a function of the main shock magnitude and time. But their
approach is limited to a different method of estimating parameters: they optimize the parameters for a 1 day
forecast and the estimates depend on the length of the forecasting window. Omi et al. [2013, 2014] model
aftershock incompleteness for each individual aftershock sequence, rather than for a whole earthquake cat-
alog, but they only use the temporal ETAS formulation.

Despite these approaches, little research has been performed to quantify and review the bias of ETAS para-
meters that arises from missing data. The aim of this article is to investigate the dependence of ETAS para-
meters on Mcut and specifically how missing data in aftershock sequences influence the parameter
estimates at differentMcut. We also consider how sample size and temporal edge effects can bias the branch-
ing ratio, which characterizes the epidemic nature of the process. In section 2, we describe data used to illus-
trate the effects of Mcut and missing aftershocks. Using these data, we explore in section 3 how the ETAS
parameter estimates depend on Mcut; we also quantify the bias that arises from incomplete aftershock
sequences, and we show that the uncertainties of the parameter estimates α, K0, p, and c may be grossly
underestimated when ignoring the effect of missing data. In section 4, we quantify the bias of branching ratio
estimators caused by temporal edge effects.

2. Data

To most clearly see how ETAS parameters depend on Mcut and missing aftershocks, we investigate earth-
quake catalogs from Southern California, Italy, and simulations.

2.1. Southern California and Italy Earthquake Catalogs

We use relocated earthquake data from the Southern California catalog between 1981 and 2014 [Hauksson
et al., 2012] within a polygon that describes the boundary of the Southern California Seismic Network
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coverage area [Hutton et al., 2010]. For Italy, we analyze the homogenized earthquake catalog by Gasperini
et al. [2013] which contains calibrated earthquake data with respect to the moment magnitude for the years
1981–2015 within a polygon that covers themainland of Italy. For the ETAS parameter estimation in Southern
California we take the first 5 years and data outside the spatial polygon as supporting information. In Italy we
restrict the data to a depth of 30 km. Because of a network change in 2005 and therefore an increased detect-
ability of small earthquakes we consider only data from 16 April 2005 to 31 December 2015 for the MLE and
take 1 year as well as data outside the spatial polygon as supporting information.

The magnitude of completeness is an important constraint in any ETAS study because MLE assumes com-
plete data. We estimateMc(bulk) from the full data sets as the magnitude at which the magnitude distribution
departs from the G-R law (see review byMignan and Woessner [2012]), more precisely here using the method
of Amorese [2007]. For Southern California and Italy we find Mc(bulk) = 2 with standard deviation SD= 0.1
(obtained by bootstrapping) in each case. The MLE of the b value of the G-R law is found b=0.99 and 1.01
for Southern California and Italy, respectively, with binnedmagnitudes ΔM=0.1 (Figures 1a and 1b).Mc varies
in time especially during large aftershock sequenceswhere thedetection threshold is highest in the early stage
of aftershock sequences [Kagan, 2004;Helmstetter et al., 2006;Ogata and Katsura, 2006;Werner et al., 2011;Omi
et al., 2013, 2014; Hainzl, 2016b]. The value of max(Mc(t)) strongly depends on the estimation method. Hainzl
[2016b] found for sample sizes of 10 a maximum of approximately Mc= 4.5 for the Landers and Hector Mine
sequences. Other studies found max(Mc (t))≈ 4–4.5 with different methods [Kagan, 2004; Helmstetter et al.,
2006]. However, the true maximum value, immediately after the main shock, cannot be estimated due to a
finite resolution but is likely higher than 4.0–4.5. To visualize the variation we compute Mc(t) in Figures 2a
and 2b with a sliding window approach. The estimated Mc(t) is highly sensitive to the choice of the window
length which determines the degree of smoothing and using 200 earthquakes per window and an offset of
50 earthquakes we find max(Mc(t)) =Mc(af) = 3.5 for Southern California. In the case of Italy (Figure 2b), we
observe a lower Mc(t) starting from April 2005, which can be related to changes in the seismic network
[Marzocchi and Lombardi, 2009]. Note thatMc varies in space too [Mignan, 2012b]; however, this is not consid-
ered here. In the present study we investigate the role of Mcut with Mc(bulk) ≤Mcut≲Mc(af) on ETAS parameter
estimation and do not consider the extreme case Mcut<Mc(bulk), which would require an in-depth investiga-
tion of the intrinsic scale of the earthquake detection process [Mignan, 2012b;Mignan and Chen, 2015].

2.2. Synthetic Earthquake Catalogs

To explore ETAS estimation in the case where we know the generating model, we consider catalogs from
simulations that mimic Southern California. We generate catalogs following the procedure proposed by
Zhuang [2011] (Figure S1). First, we model the background events. We assume that the number is Poisson
distributed with the mean corresponding to the identified background events from the Southern
California earthquake catalog using a stochastic declustering method [Zhuang et al., 2002], with Mcut = 2.
We specify their spatial distribution with their smoothed locations using a Gaussian kernel with a bandwidth
of 10 km. Simulated background events are distributed according to the resulting spatial density. The

Figure 1. Analysis of the completeness magnitude Mc(bulk) determined from the full catalog for (a) Southern California
(1981–2014) and (b) Italy (2005–2015).
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occurrence times of the background events are sampled from a uniform distribution U(t0, tmax), with t0 = 0
and tmax = 33 years (corresponding to the length of the Southern California catalog), as the earthquake rate
follows a stationary Poisson process, and their magnitudes are drawn from the G-R distribution with
b=0.99, truncated at Mmax = 7.5 (equation (S4)). We choose Mmax such that the value represents the maxi-
mum observed magnitude, which is M= 7.3 (plus an error of 0.2) in the catalog. We choose this value not
to represent the maximummagnitude which would be expected to happen in Southern California but to cre-
ate synthetics which are close to the observed catalog. Once the background events are simulated, wemodel
their aftershocks, assuming that the number of triggered aftershocks is Poisson distributed with the mean
rate controlled by the productivity. The magnitudes are sampled from the G-R distribution truncated at
Mmax = 7.5 (equation (S4)), the occurrence times from the modified Omori law (equation (2)), and the loca-
tions from the isotropic spatial distribution function f (equation (3)). For second-, third-, and higher-
generation aftershocks, the triggering step is repeated for every earthquake. We refer the reader to
Zhuang and Touati [2015] for technical details of the simulation procedure and a simulation code in R. The
simulation ends when there are no more potential parents (case n< 1; see equation (4)). In the simulation
procedure, magnitudes, occurrence times, and locations are stochastic, which makes each realization unique.

Following this procedure, we generate 30 synthetic ETAS catalogs with Mcut = 2 using ETAS parameters
(Table 1) which are estimated following the iterative approach of Zhuang et al. [2002] where ETAS para-
meters and the background rate are obtained simultaneously. We require that α= β to correct for the
assumption of an isotropic aftershock distribution or temporally stationary background events (see Text
S1.2.1). We do not use the exact estimated value for K0 because it describes a supercritical process. The
supercritical branching ratio is probably caused by the underestimation of p (see section 3.1 and Harte
[2015]). The underestimation of p leads to an overestimation of K0 because of correlation [Schoenberg
et al., 2010; Harte, 2015]. The overestimation of K0 increases the value of n, because n~ K0 (equation
(4)). Because simulations require n< 1 we adjust K0 such that n=0.99. We only keep simulations with a
number of M6+ main shocks and a seismicity rate that are similar to the observed catalog: at least 6M6+
main shocks (8 observed), which guarantees a similar fraction of missing aftershocks (next paragraph)
and less than 180,000 events (130,000 observed) due to computational limitations.

To investigate the effect of aftershock incompleteness on estimation, we also use a set of modified simulated
catalogs: from each of the original 30 simulations, we remove the aftershocks of M5+ earthquakes. In parti-
cular, we remove aftershocks below the threshold Mc(t, m) =m� 4.5� 0.75 � log10(t) following equation

Figure 2. Temporal variation Mc(t) of the completeness magnitude for (a) Southern California (1981–2014) and (b) Italy
(1981–2015) calculated using 200 earthquakes per window and an offset of 50 earthquakes.
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(15) of Helmstetter et al. [2006] derived from Southern California wherem is the main shock magnitude and t
is the time since it occurred. We apply the removal of aftershocks only to the descendants (first or higher
order) of the main shock to assure not to remove spatially unrelated earthquakes. With this procedure we
remove about 10% of the data in each catalog. In what follows we refer to these catalogs as complete simu-
lated catalogs and incomplete simulated catalogs, respectively.

3. Influence of Cutoff Magnitude on ETAS Parameter Estimates

In every application of the ETASmodel, the modeler must choose aminimummagnitude of interest,Mcut. It is
important that Mcut is larger than Mc, at which the data are thought to be complete because ETAS does not
account for missing data. It is also well known that in the wake of a large event, aftershocks that would nor-
mally be detected are missed, that isMc(bulk)<Mc(af) (section 2). Data with magnitudes aboveMc(af) should be
complete and a direct application of the MLE method should be possible. However, to maximize the sample
size, one usually chooses forMcut an estimate ofMc(bulk), knowing that this underestimates the completeness
magnitude in the presence of large aftershock sequences. Here we investigate the effect of theMcut for com-
plete catalogs and data incompleteness for Mc(bulk) ≤Mcut≲Mc(af) for incomplete catalogs on the ETAS
parameter estimates.

We estimate ETAS parameters using the MLE method (see Text S1.3) for Southern California, Italy, and syn-
thetic catalogs setting Mcut to each value in the set {2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5}. For Southern California and
Italy we estimate the parameters both with and without the condition that α= β; for the simulated catalogs
we do only the latter. The dependence of the parameter estimates onMcut for Southern California and Italy is
shown in Figure 3 and listed in Table 2. The parameter estimates obtained from the two sets of synthetic cat-
alogs are compared in Figure 4. We also compared the estimated parameters pairwise, to be sure that any
variation is not due to randomness in the limited data set of 30 catalogs. In the following sections we describe
the Mcut dependence of each parameter and compare the estimates from the observations of Southern
California with the simulations.

3.1. K0 and p

K0 describes themean number of offspring aboveMcut of a parent with themagnitudeMcut. In other words K0
intrinsically depends on Mcut: K0 stays constant for α= β and decreases for α≠ β with Mcut (Figure 3, K0 and
inset). The dependence of K0 on Mcut can be understood with the following scenario: Considering
Mcut1<Mcut2<Mobs, we expect the number of earthquakes aboveMobs (denoted as N1 and N2 for the corre-
sponding cutoff magnitudes), generated by a main shock with magnitude m, to be the same. It holds that

N1

N2
¼ K1

K2
�e

α m�Mcut1ð Þ

eα m�Mcut2ð Þ�
e�β Mobs�Mcut1ð Þ

e�β Mobs�Mcut2ð Þ

1 ¼ K1

K2
�e β �αð Þ Mcut1�Mcut2ð Þ

K2 ¼
K1�e β �αð Þ Mcut1�Mcut2ð Þ for α≠β

K1 for α ¼ β

(
:

(5)

Table 1. ETAS Parameters Used for Creating Synthetic Catalogs With Mcut = 2 and α = β = 2.29a

Parameter α = β = 2.29

K0 0.089 (0.080)
α 2.29
c (day) 0.011
p 1.08
d (km2) 0.0019
q 1.47
γ 2.01
bg-rate (events/yr) 1070
n 0.99

aThe parameters are estimated from Southern California seismicity (1981–2014, with 5 years history). K0 in parenth-
eses is adjusted to obtain a stable process (n = 0.99).
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From equation (5) we expect K0 to be constant for α= β. However, its value changes in both reality (Figure 3,
K0) and simulations (Figure 4, K0). The simulation reveals furthermore that K0 is overestimated. The overesti-
mation of K0 may be due to its anticorrelation with the underestimated p (Figure 4, p).

p is the exponent of the temporal power law and describes the decay rate of aftershocks. The temporal power
law is magnitude independent, so we would expect a constant p for different Mcut. However, we observe a
decrease. A decrease of p for large Mcut is also reported in Harte [2015]. He explained the decrease of p as
a consequence of the decreasing sample size which shifts the peak of the mass close to t=0 to higher values.
We test this hypothesis with simulations, where we simulate a large sample of the temporal distribution func-
tion (equation (2), Omori law) and estimate parameters p and c for randomly thinned subsamples. We
observe the contrary of Harte’s [2015] theory: p stays almost constant with a slight increase with decreasing
sample size (Figure 5, p increases <0.5% at a sample size of 20) and moreover p is not correlated with the
smallest waiting time (correlation coefficient = 0.03). In order to find an explanation for the observed contra-
diction between Harte’s [2015] theory and our simulations, one fact may play the key role: p is not only deter-
mined by the highest density part of the power law around t= 0 but also by the large tail of the distribution,
which is less sensitive to sample size. Our investigations suggest that for the estimation of p the weight of the
tail is larger than the weight of the highest density part.

Figure 3. Parameter estimates are plotted against Mcut for α = β. Data: Italy (2005–2015), black curve; and Southern California (1981–2014), gray curve. The vertical
bars represent 2 times the standard errors which are determined from the approximated inverse Hessian of the log-likelihood function. For Southern California these
errors can be compared with the simulation based 95% quantiles of synthetic incomplete catalogs (orange, compare Figure 4), which are added to the median
estimates of the observed catalogs. In the case where α is treated as a free parameter all estimates but α and K0 follow the same trends as for α = β. The estimates for α
and K0 are shown in the inlet. In order to be able to interpret the Southern Californian estimates, we restrict the y axis only to its range of estimates.
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Since the decreasing sample size does not explain the decrease of p, the concept of broken links offers an
alternative explanation. There, links between parents withM<Mcut and their children are broken and conse-
quently wrongly associated with another parent event. Orphaned events, which should be correctly referred
to as background events, are more likely associated as direct aftershocks if they happen in the aftershock tail
of a large earthquake. This widens the distribution of direct aftershocks, and it leads to a larger tail, which can
be modeled by a smaller p.

Figure 4. Parameter estimates are plotted againstMcut for 30 synthetic earthquake catalogs simulated with parameters from Table 1 (gray) and compared with the
parameter estimates where aftershocks are removed (orange). The catalogs are generated as described in section 2.2. The branching ratio n (equation (4)) and n̂e

(equation (9)) are estimates of the complete catalogs.

Table 2. ETAS Parameters Estimated From the Southern Californian Data (1981–2014, With 5 Years History)a

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4

Parameter Mcut = 3.5 α fixed Mcut = 2.5 α fixed
α free α free

K0 0.51 0.082 0.68 0.084
α 1.27 2.29 1.10 2.29
c (day) 0.004 0.008 0.007 0.014
p 1.09 1.12 1.09 1.11
d (km2) 0.231 0.111 0.016 0.007
q 1.59 1.72 1.37 1.90
γ 1.31 1.85 1.35 1.49
bg-rate 38 45 305 434
n 1.13 0.75 1.31 0.95

aParameter Sets 1 to 4 are estimated at Mcut = 3.5 and Mcut = 2.5 and the parameter sets are distinguished between
α = β and α free.
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Although p and K0 converge to the true value for decreasingMcut there remains a small bias (overestimation)
at M0. An overestimation of p was also reported in Schoenberg et al. [2010]. We suspect that the overestima-
tion depends on the model formulation and perhaps on integration problems of the spatial density function,
which is a power law function in our study and in Schoenberg et al. [2010], that cannot be integrated analy-
tically over an arbitrary polygon as pointed out by Harte [2015]. Furthermore, the bias of K0 and p at M0 may
be explained by the poor performance of the MLE procedure in a close to critical regime (n~ 1), because we
find no bias for n= 0.32.

We observe that both K0 and p are affected by incomplete aftershock sequences. K0 is overestimated by 70%
atMcut = 2 and p is underestimated by 2% with respect to the corresponding mean estimate of the complete
catalog. The variation in the parameter estimates, represented by the 95% confidence interval from the simu-
lated catalogs, for the incomplete catalogs is about 50 (10) times larger for K0 (p) at Mcut = 2 (Table 3).

3.2. α

From the incomplete simulated catalog (Figure 4, α orange) we see that α is significantly underestimated for
small Mcut ≤ 3 at a significance level of 0.05 (the 95% confidence bounds between complete and incomplete
estimates do not overlap) and its value increases with Mcut toward its true value. The variation in the para-
meter estimates is larger for the incomplete than for the complete catalogs. Instead of decreasing with
Mcut, as expected by Schoenberg et al. [2010] and Wang et al. [2010b], the uncertainty is almost constant
and at the smallest Mcut = 2 is 10 times as large as the conventionally calculated variation from a complete
data set (Table 3).

In the real catalog where α is a free parameter, the α value decreases by 32% fromMcut = 4 to 2 (see Figure 3, α
inset). In the synthetic incomplete catalog α decreases by only 3% in the sameMcut range. Missing data due to
aftershock incompleteness can therefore not explain the observed decrease of α with decreasing Mcut. An
alternative explanation for the decrease, which is not captured in the synthetic catalogs, is an anisotropic
aftershock distribution, which leads to a low α (S1.2.1) [Hainzl et al., 2008] or nonstationary background rates,
which are shown to have significant influence on α in Southern California [Hainzl et al., 2013]. Hainzl et al.
[2013] also show that the intensity of the bias of α increases with a smaller c value. The bias of α in reality,
where c is likely lower than estimated (see section 3.3), is hence expected to be larger than we find.

Figure 5. Boxplot of the % error (e.g., ĉ�c
c �100) of the estimated ĉ and p̂ for different sample sizes. We simulated a power law

distribution in time according to equation (2) (Omori law) with a sample size of n = 5000 and estimated parameters c and p
for n = 5000 and randomly thinned samples. We repeated the simulations 1000 times. The median c increases with
decreasing sample size and p is not strongly affected by the sample size.
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3.3. c

We observe from the estimates of the real and simulated catalogs that c depends onMcut (Figures 3 and 4, c).
To determine whether the dependence arises from the varying sample size, which decreases with increasing
Mcut, we sample a temporal distribution according to the Omori law in equation (2), with different sample
sizes and estimate the relevant parameters c and p (Figure 5). The median c value increases about 30% at
a sample size of 20. This can be understood because with decreasing sample size, aftershock sequences
are randomly thinned which reduces the effective mass at times around 0 and this can be modeled by
increasing c [Harte, 2015]. We find further evidence for this explanation in the large correlation between c
and the smallest waiting time (correlation coefficient = 0.91). However, we cannot exclude the influence of
further sources, e.g., broken links between parents below Mcut and children, on the c value.

Incomplete simulated catalogs (Figure 4, c orange) reveal that aftershock incompleteness increases the c
value, where the increase is more prominent in the middle range of Mcut (for Mcut = 2.5, the medians from
the incomplete and complete simulations differ by 85%). An increase in the c value due to aftershock incom-
pleteness was also reported by Utsu et al. [1995], Kagan and Houston [2005], and Hainzl [2016a]. Both the
influence of the sample size and the aftershock incompleteness on c suggest that c depends on the magni-
tudeM of the main shock, because it determines the sample size through the number of aftershocks, and the
degree of incompleteness. However, both influences suggest a contrary dependence of c on M: sample size
suggests a positive and aftershock incompleteness a negative correlation.

3.4. d, q, γ

d is the spatial equivalent to c, and following the same reasoning as described in section 3.3, it depends on
the sample size and therefore increases with Mcut. A different formulation of the spatial distribution f would
probably lead to a different effect [Schoenberg et al., 2010]. d is not affected by incomplete aftershocks
(Figure 4, d). q, γ have a slightly increasing/decreasing trend, with increasing Mcut, respectively (Figure 4, q, γ).
The increase of q can be explained by the decreasing sample size (Figure 5). q does not decrease with
Mcut as its equivalent p (Figure 4, p, q), due to false links. In space secondary aftershocks distribute isotropi-
cally and not one sided as in time; and hence, a wrong association with a parent event leads to a
diffusion-type widening of the distribution which is weaker. q estimated from observations shows the same
trend as the simulations and γ shows variations with no clear trend (Figure 3, q and γ). The parameter esti-
mates seem to be affected by another source, not present in the simulations, which could be anisotropic
aftershock distribution [Helmstetter et al., 2005; Hainzl et al., 2008] or, more generally, inhomogeneous or
inconsistent data.

3.5. n

The true and empirical branching ratios (equation (4) and equation (4) where p(M) is replaced by the empiri-
cal magnitude distribution) yield supercritical values for small Mcut when considering the whole Southern
California seismicity (1981–2014) and for all Mcut when considering the whole Italian seismicity (1981–
2015) (not shown in the paper). These supercritical branching ratios are not realistic for extensive catalogs
and could be related to data or estimation problems. Data problems include (a) uncertainty of the earthquake
source parameters, (b) heterogeneity of seismicity recordings, and (c) incomplete data. Investigating point (a)
in Southern California resulted in no significant difference in n after parameter reestimation with perturbed
magnitudes. Investigating (b), we found that the declustered seismicity is not stationary from 1981 to 2014.
After taking only data from 2001 to 2014 (using 5 years of data as history before this period) we still obtain

Table 3. Parameter Variation of Incomplete Data Divided by Complete Dataa

Mcut K0 α c p d q γ n υ

2 51.3 9.7 4.5 9.5 1.4 3.3 1.6 25 1.1
2.5 11.1 4.3 5.3 4.0 1.2 1.7 1.4 6 1.0
3 1.7 2.0 4.0 1.4 1.1 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.0
3.5 0.9 0.9 2.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0
4 1.7 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.7 1.0
4.5 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.1

a1.0 means no differences in variation between incomplete and complete data.
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n> 1 forMcut = 2 which could be explained by (c) sinceMc(bulk)<Mc(x,y,t) locally (see section 2). Finally, biases
in the parameter estimates, especially in K0 and p, could lead to supercritical branching ratios (see sections 3.1
and 5). p is shown to be underestimated at lowMcut due to aftershock incompleteness and at largeMcut prob-
ably due to false links (see Figure 4, p and section 3.1). Its underestimation leads to an overestimation of K0
because of their negative correlation. This leads to an overestimation of n because of the positive correlation
between K0 and n. Further research on the branching ratio would be necessary to specify the origin of n> 1.

3.6. Background Rate ρ(x,y) and Relaxation Parameter υ

It is trivial that the background rate ν � ρ(x, y) [events � area� 1 � time� 1] at any point (x, y) decreases with
increasing Mcut. But the scaling of ETAS background event rate does not follow the G-R law. This is because,
in any application, earthquakes that are triggered by events with magnitude less than Mcut will be identified
as apparent background events if the minimum triggering magnitudeM0<Mcut [Sornette and Werner, 2005].
Therefore, the background rate estimated from data withM0<Mcut is only an apparent background rate, and

likewise the branching ratio is an apparent branching ratio. Using the apparent branching ratio, nobsa , defined
in Sornette and Werner [2005] we derive the number of apparent background events at a given Mcut

(see Appendix A) as

Ncut
bg ¼ Ncut

tot � 1� nobsa � e
β�αð Þ Mmax�Mcutð Þ � 1

e β�αð Þ Mmax�Mobsð Þ � 1

� �

¼ Nobs
tot �eβ� Mobs�Mcutð Þ� 1� Nobs

tot � Nobs
bg

Nobs
tot

� e
β�αð Þ Mmax�Mcutð Þ � 1

e β�αð Þ Mmax�Mobsð Þ � 1

 !
: (6)

In Figure 6 we compare the true number of background events, obtained through the known triggering his-
tory of ETAS simulations, at varying Mcut with different estimates thereof: estimates based on equation (6),
based on the G-R law, and based on the declustering method of Zaliapin et al. [2008]. We find that equation

(6) (knowing theNobs
bg andNobs

tot atMobs = 3.5) represents the true background rate well (i.e., within the standard

deviation confidence bounds). The estimate based on the G-R relation overpredicts at Mcut< 3.5 (knowing

Nobs
bg at Mobs = 3.5). The Zaliapin declustering slightly underestimates at Mcut> 2 and overestimates at small

Mcut = 2.

υ is the relaxation parameter or weighting constant for the background rate, also called failure rate in
Console and Murru [2001]. It is introduced to assure that the integral of the conditional intensity function
(equation (1)) over the target spatiotemporal window equals the number of target earthquakes and is
hence not a free parameter. Therefore, the integral of ν � ρ(x, y) over the target area should equal the
number of background events Nbg. It is ν=Nbg/∫x,yρ(x, y)dxdy. When using stochastic declustering, Nbg is
the sum over all background probabilities. υ increases with Mcut for the simulated catalogs (Figure 4, υ)
and the true observations (Figure 3, υ).

4. Bias of Branching Ratio Estimators

The branching ratio is not an ETAS parameter but rather an important property of the process; it has an unam-
biguous interpretation and implications for the criticality, and therefore predictability, of earthquakes. The
branching ratio has the following definitions [Helmstetter and Sornette, 2003]: (i) the average number of after-
shocks per earthquake when averaged over all magnitudes, (ii) the fraction of events that are triggered, or (iii)
the fraction of aftershocks that are second generation or higher generation. (i) is expressed in equation (4)
and (ii) and (iii) are expressed, respectively, as

n̂ ¼ Naf

Ntot
; and (7)

n̂ ¼ N2ndþhigher
af

Naf
; (8)

where Naf is the number of aftershocks and Ntot the total number of earthquakes. In practice, we can replace
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p(M) in equation (4) with the empirical magnitude distribution, avoiding the stochasticity of the magnitude
distribution, and this yields

n̂e ¼
XN

i¼1
K0e

α Mi�M0ð Þ=N (9)

(J. Zhuang, personal communication, 2015). Equation (4) is the true branching ratio of an ETAS process, if one
knows the true value of every relevant parameter (K0, α, β,M0,Mmax), while equations (7–9) are estimators that
one applies to real seismicity catalogs via declustering or applies to simulated catalogs, where the triggering
history (i.e., all connections between parents and children) is known. Equation (4) also becomes an estimator
in case it is calculated with parameter estimates.

The estimators of the branching ratio in equations 7–9 have never been explored for their consistency. We
want to explore the catalogs’ temporal edge effects and finite sample properties to detect their influence
on possible bias and variation of the branching ratio estimators in equations 7–9. To focus only on the bias
introduced by limited sample size and finite duration of the catalog, we assume that Naf and Ntot are known
through the triggering history of the simulations, such that we can rule out any bias that is induced from
other unmet model assumptions, e.g., finite aftershock duration. By temporal edge effects, we mean effects
arising from the fact that any catalog we analyze (i) will include events triggered by earthquakes occurring
before the beginning of the catalog and (ii) will miss events triggered after the end of the catalog. We inves-
tigate the influence of the finite sample size as a function of the productivity parameters and the memory
length, determined by the size of p and the number of events in a catalog. Those were also found to be
sources of influence in a related investigation, carried out by Sornette and Utkin [2009], who evaluated the
performance of different declustering methods by comparing n̂ (equation (7)) obtained from declustering

Figure 6. Number of background events (True) of 30 synthetic catalog generated with parameters from Table 1, which are
obtained from the triggering history, is compared with the estimated number of background events (Est) obtained with
equation (15), given Nobs

bg and Nobs
tot at Mobs = 3.5. Nobs

bg is the exact number of background events at Mobs. True is also
compared with the Gutenberg-Richter (G-R) prediction usingNobs

bg and with the number of background events obtained by
the Zaliapin et al. [2008] declustering (Zal).
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techniques with n̂ from synthetic catalogs. For various values of α, K0, and p, we generate 100 synthetic ETAS
catalogs with at least 1 million events and apply each of the estimators. Note that because we vary the pro-
ductivity parameters, we also implicitly vary the true branching ratio. To consider how the estimates vary as a
function of sample size, we subsample the 100 synthetic catalogs, starting at the end of the catalog and
growing backward. For example, to estimate bias from catalogs containing 1000 events, we cull the final
1000 events of each catalog; we start from the end of the catalog so we have the most history available.

In Figures 7 and 8 we show the bias and spread of the estimators of equations (7) and (8) and equation (9), as
a function of sample size for different α, K0, and p. We find that the variation of the estimates in equations (7)
and (8) increases as α increases (compare the shaded regions in the first three columns of any row in Figure 7)
and decreases with sample size (Figure 7, any plot). The variation of both estimates is almost the same but
slightly larger for n̂ of equation (8) (Figure 7, gray versus orange shaded regions). Under realistic conditions
(1.05< p< 1.2; Figure 7, first and second rows) n̂ does not converge to the true n. The size of the bias depends
on p (different rows in Figure 7). If p is unrealistically large (Figure 7, third row), equations (7) and (8) seem to
be consistent estimators, and when combining a large p with a small α (Figure 7, third row and first and sec-
ond columns), the bias is small even for small sample sizes.

Figure 7. Bias of the observed branching ratios n̂ (equations (7) and (8)) from the true n (equation (4)). n̂ is determined for different (first–fourth columns) productivity
parameters, (first–third rows) p, and number of events (x axis). One hundred synthetic catalogs are simulated (parameters from Table 1) over 100 years withminimum
1,000,000 events in total.
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We intend to show now that the observed bias is caused by temporal edge effects and the effect of p on the
memory length. Consider a catalog divided into an auxiliary window lasting from t0 to t1, a target window
from t1 to t2, and a posttarget window from t2 to∞, with t0< t1< t2. Equations (7) and (8) are calculated using
events from the target window, and assume we know the complete triggering history, so we know if each
event in the target window is triggered or background. Certainly, the target window contains some events
triggered by parents in the auxiliary window—call these incoming aftershocks—and some aftershocks from
parents in the target windowwill fall in the posttarget window—call these outgoing aftershocks. For an event
that occurs in the target window at time tx, we denote by fout(tx) the fraction of its aftershocks that are out-
going. It is described by integration of the modified Omori law (pdf)

g t � txð Þ ¼ p� 1
c

1þ t � tx
c

� ��p
; (10)

with

f out txð Þ ¼ ∫
∞

t2
g t � txð Þdt ¼ 1þ t2 � tx

c

� �1�p

: (11)

Figure 8. Bias of the empirical branching ratio n̂e from the true n (equations (9) and (4)). n̂e is determined for different (first–fourth columns) productivity parameters,
(first–third rows) p, and number of events (x axis). One hundred synthetic catalogs are simulated (parameters from Table 1) over 100 years with minimum 1,000,000
events in total.
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The average fraction of outgoing aftershocks per time (normalized by the length of the target window) is

Fout ¼ ∫
t2

t1

f out txð Þdtx
t2 � t1

¼ c
�2þ p

1� c � t1 þ t2
c

� �2�p
 !

1
t2 � t1

: (12)

For an event that occurs at ty in the auxiliary window, the fraction of its aftershocks that are incoming is

f in ty
� � ¼ ∫

t2

t1
g t � ty
� �

dt: (13)

Likewise, the average fraction of incoming aftershocks per time (normalized by the length of the target
window) is

F in ¼ ∫
t1

t0
f in ty
� �

dty
1

t2 � t1

¼ c
�2þ p

1� c � t0 þ t1
c

� �2�p

þ c � t0 þ t2
c

� �2�p

� c � t1 þ t2
c

� �2�p
 !

1
t2 � t1

: (14)

If Fin = Fout, the branching ratio estimators are unbiased. In reality, with finite catalog lengths, the equation is
not balanced, resulting in

Fbias p; c; t0; t1; t2ð Þ ¼ Fout � F in ¼ cp�1

�2þ p
c þ t1 � t0ð Þ2�p � c þ t2 � t0ð Þ2�p

� �
= t2 � t1ð Þ; (15)

and the bias is expressed with

n̂ � n ¼�n�Fbias: (16)

For t2→∞ equation (15) converges (very slowly) to 0, which means that for realistic conditions with finite t2
the incoming aftershocks cannot compensate for the outgoing aftershocks. The effect is stronger for smaller
p, because the decay rate of aftershocks is lower and hence the memory longer. In Figure 7 we plot� n � Fbias
for the approximate conditions at a sample size of 0.5 million events: t0 = 0, t1 = 50, and t2 = 100 years and we
observe that it describes the deviation of the estimators from the true value well. When using one of the
branching ratio estimators (equations (7) and (8)) one should be aware of the bias and we recommend cor-
recting them with equation (16). We expect the same dependence of the bias on q in the spatial domain.
However, the value of q has a larger variability (Table S1), and for large q the bias should be smaller.

For small sample sizes n̂e consistently underestimates n, and this bias increases with n and α (Figure 8, differ-
ent columns in the same row). The reason is that for large α most aftershocks are produced by large events
(see S1.2.1), so n̂e strongly depends on the frequency and the exact magnitude of large events, which are sub-
ject to the stochasticity of the G-R law and not completely sampled (especially for large magnitudes) for finite
processes. The bias of n̂e decreases for larger catalogs and converges toward 0 (Figure 8, x axis within one
plot)—in other words, it appears to be a consistent estimator despite temporal edge effects.

5. Discussion

We find that ETAS parameter estimates depend on Mcut, and we detect several reasons for this dependence.
Sample size changes the clustering that is observed: as Mcut increases, aftershock clusters are randomly
thinned and the intensity of their clustering decreases. The effect of this thinning is primarily seen in the para-
meters c and d of the temporal and spatial power laws, respectively, and to a smaller extent in q which
increases for increasingMcut (Figure 4, c, d, and q). The dependence of c on the sample size argues for a main
shock magnitude dependent c(M), because the aftershock productivity is dictated by M. The exponent q is
less sensitive to sample size because it is determined by the decay of the heavy tail of the distribution, and
the median changes by a factor less than 0.05 (Figure 4, q).

The sample size also affects the background rate: it decreases with higher Mcut not according to the G-R law
but according to equation (6) which accounts for apparent background seismicity [Sornette andWerner, 2005]
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and which is also found by Harte [2015] who additionally investigated second-order biases. K0 directly
depends on Mcut for α≠ β and follows equation (5).

p shows the opposite behavior of its spatial equivalent: it decreases with Mcut. Its behavior can be explained
by broken links between parents withM<Mcut and their children. Rather than being assigned as background
events those orphaned children are more likely assigned as direct aftershocks if they happen in the tail of an
aftershock sequence. This widens the distribution of direct aftershocks, which can be modeled by a smaller p.

The same trends for c and d have also been observed for Schoenberg et al. [2010] model 2 (γ=0); however, for
model 1 (γ= α) the trend for d is reverse, which indicates that the trends might be subject to the ETAS formu-
lation. They observe a bias for p and q at the lowest Mcut, which we also observe for p. We think that in our
case the overestimation could result from the model formulation or poor performance of the MLE in a close
to critical regime. Parameters α and K0 are not specifically discussed in Schoenberg et al. [2010]. Our findings
agree with Wang et al. [2010a]: they find a decrease of p and an increase of d with increasing Mcut, α stays
constant. They do not find significant variations for the remaining parameters. Harte [2015] analyzes the bias
in the parameter estimates introduced byMcut more theoretically. He finds the same trends for c, d, p, K0, and
the background rate and expresses the dependence of the background rate and K0 similarly to us but using a
different theoretical concept, namely on broken linkages between parents and children. In agreement to our
results he finds a strong dependence of p onMcut, which he, in contrast to our findings, leads back to the sam-
ple size. His p and K0 estimates are unbiased atM0, whereas ours are slightly overestimated (p overestimation
also observed in Schoenberg et al. [2010]).

ETAS parameter estimates also depend on Mcut because of incomplete data after large earthquakes: this
incompleteness affects the estimates of α, K0, c, and p (Figure 4, orange). We compare the parameter esti-
mates from complete synthetic catalogs with estimates from more realistic incomplete synthetic catalogs.
We find that the influence of aftershock incompleteness is not significant forMcut ≥ 3.5. This can be explained
by the decreasing fraction of missing data for increasingMcut: whenMcut = 4 the data should be almost com-
plete, which is supported by very similar estimates of α, K0, c, and p from complete and incomplete simulated
catalogs. Only for Mcut ≤ 3 (Mcut ≤ 2.5, 2) do we find a significant difference in α (K0, c, and p) between com-
plete and incomplete catalogs. The median α estimate atMcut = 2 from the incomplete catalogs is 7% smaller
than from the complete catalogs. A low α reduces the aftershock productivity of a large main shock and
describes the incomplete data immediately after the main shock better. Furthermore, K0 estimated from
incomplete catalogs atMcut = 2 is 70% larger than the estimate from complete catalogs. The high K0 compen-
sates for the low α. c at Mcut = 2.5 (Mcut = 2) is 85% (75%) larger which supports, e.g., Kagan’s [2004], Hainzl’s
[2016a], and Mignan’s [2016b] claim that c could be an artifact of aftershock incompleteness, which reduces
the sample size. And because the intensity of the aftershock incompleteness is determined by themain shock
magnitudeM, it should be considered to model c as a function ofM. p is also influenced by incomplete after-
shock sequences and is underestimated by 2% at Mcut = 2.

Within the MLE of incomplete simulated catalogs, α decreases by 3% betweenMcut = 4 andMcut = 2 (Figure 4,
α orange). This decrease is much smaller than in the observed catalog, where we also have to deal with miss-
ing data, and where we observe a decrease of 32% in this magnitude range (Figure 3, α inset). The higher
decrease of α in the observed catalog could be due to the anisotropic distribution of aftershocks [Hainzl
et al., 2008] or time-dependent background rate [Hainzl et al., 2013]. They found that α is systematically
underestimated when including the spatial component in the inversion or when assuming a temporal sta-
tionary background rate. An estimate of the exact value of α is given in other studies which similarly excluded
spatial information and found α≈ β [Felzer, 2004; Helmstetter et al., 2005] and furthermore that Bath’s law can
be reproduced with this assumption [Felzer, 2002]. Also, simulations show that assuming a large α describes
observed seismicity well, but only when missing data are modeled in the simulations too [Helmstetter
et al., 2006].

The variations of the parameter estimates for the synthetic catalogs, depicted by the shaded 95% confidence
regions in Figure 4, show large differences between complete and incomplete catalogs for α, K0, c, and p. As
expected, in complete catalogs the spread of the estimates, indicated by the width of the shaded region, is
smallest when the sample size is largest, i.e., when Mcut is smallest [see also Schoenberg et al., 2010; Wang
et al., 2010b]. For the incomplete catalogs, the variations of α, K0, and p show the opposite trend—they
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increase with decreasing Mcut where more data are missing. The variation of c does not increase, probably
because the influence of the varying sample size due to Mcut is larger. However, the variation of c estimated
from incomplete catalogs is larger compared to complete catalogs (Table 3). The variation increases because
we describe incomplete data with a model that assumes complete data. The intensity of incompleteness is
varying for different data sets and depends strongly on the frequency of large (M6+) earthquakes and on
the magnitude of these large earthquakes. Data sets with many large earthquakes are more incomplete
and should result in a lower α than data sets with few large earthquakes. Fitting a complete data set does
not have this dependency and hence a lower variation. For the variation and the estimate itself, we expect
that their degree of dependence on Mcut changes with the chosen data sets and the underlying model
(i.e., the choice of the spatial formulation), but trends should remain similar. The proposed analysis could
be used to estimate the dependences accordingly.

The fluctuations of the observed parameter estimates with Mcut is large and cannot be explained by their
uncertainty estimates based on simulations with aftershock incomplete data (Figure 4). This indicates that
in reality (1) data inhomogeneities could be present, e.g., the completeness could generally vary in space
and time, (2) the assumptions of a point process model (i.e., earthquakes are points in space and time) are
not met, and (3) the chosen model formulation is a poor representation of nature that does not account for,
e.g., time-dependent background rate, anisotropic triggering, finite duration of triggering, temporal and spa-
tial varying ETAS parameters, or 3-D earthquake locations.

In this study wewish to point out effects on the two-dimensional representation of the ETASmodel. However,
we acknowledge that the three-dimensional effects require a more complex spatial description of the seis-
mogenic layer which may lead to different parameter estimates [Guo et al., 2015]. Thus, further investigation
of the three-dimensional space is justified but beyond the scope of this paper.

6. Conclusion

There exist different definitions of the branching ratio, which distinguish between estimates (obtained by sin-
gle realizations of the point process) and the true branching ratio, obtained by the parameters of the point
process which define the mean number of aftershocks per earthquake when averaged over all magnitudes.
We found that the properties of the branching ratio estimators n̂ (equations (7) and (8)) depend on the sam-
ple size and the temporal finiteness of the catalog. Specifically, a large sample size reduces the variation of
the estimates, and the temporal finiteness introduces a bias of the estimates, even if the process is sampled
sufficiently (1 million events). We found that under realistic conditions, with catalog lengths smaller than sev-
eral thousand years and p values between 1.05 and 1.2, n̂ is inconsistent. We provide an analytical formulation
to estimate its bias in equation (16) as a function of catalog length, p and c, under the assumption of a suffi-
ciently sampled catalog. Our findings show that with perfect knowledge of the triggering structure, one is not
able to recover the true n. Consequently, declustering methods, which aim to recover the triggering struc-
ture, would always suffer from the bias in n̂ if they showed perfect performance. We described the temporal
decay with the standard modified Omori formulation; for different formulations, e.g., a truncated power law
decay [Hainzl et al., 2016] or stretched exponential [Mignan, 2015, 2016a, 2016b], we expect a different size of
the bias.

From the second part of the paper we conclude that ETAS parameter estimates depend onMcut. The sample
size affects the clustering behavior observable in the parameters c and d of the temporal and spatial power
laws, which increase with increasing Mcut (Figure 4, c and d). Mcut also affects the background rate (equation
(15)) and K0 for α≠ β (equation (14)). We find that ETAS parameter estimates α, K0, c, and p are affected by
incomplete data after large earthquakes. Incomplete data affect the productivity because fewer events are
recorded in comparison to complete data. The Omori parameters are affected because incompleteness varies
as a function of time. In the presence of incomplete data, α and p are underestimated, while K0 and c are over-
estimated. The bias increases for decreasing Mcut and is significant for Mcut ≤ 3. This is supported by
Helmstetter et al. [2006], who found that it is important to correct for the incompleteness when forecasting
aftershock seismicity in time.

Correcting for the induced bias that we found in our simulations is difficult because the bias depends on the
parameters, and we estimate parameters from incomplete data. Our simulations show that aftershock
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incompleteness leads to an underestimated α, and we find this trend mirrored in the estimates from obser-
vations. Aftershock incompleteness is thus a third identified source of negative bias of α. The other two are
the assumption of isotropy in the spatial aftershock distribution [Hainzl et al., 2008] and a temporally station-
ary background rate [Hainzl et al., 2013]. Together, the three sources may explain why α values estimated
from MLE of the ETAS model are smaller than the values obtained from more direct measures of productivity
(e.g., α= β). Based on our simulations with α= β, the expected bias from aftershock incompleteness alone is
about 10%. Aftershock anisotropy is presumably a greater source of bias. Tectonic setting influences the ani-
sotropy and may thus affect the bias, too. If reasons exist to assume α= β, such as those listed at the end of
section S1.2.1, then α should be fixed during the MLE. In that case, the corresponding K0 that results fromMLE
is probably determined by its correlation to α and to a lower degree influenced by the bias. Correcting c and p
for the effect of aftershock incompleteness is not straightforward because the bias likely depends on the
other parameters of the process.

We also conclude that the standard deviations of α, K0, c, and p from synthetic incomplete data increase with
decreasingMcut and are orders of magnitudes larger than the commonly estimated standard deviations from
complete data forMcut ≤ 3 (Table 3). Therefore, when applying the commonly usedmethods to estimate stan-
dard deviations the uncertainties of α, K0, c, and p are underestimated. We recommend to estimate the uncer-
tainties for these parameters at Mcut ≤ 3 from simulations which incorporate incomplete
aftershock sequences.

This study demonstrates that missing data have a significant effect on the likelihood inference of parameters
at low Mcut ≤ 3 and hence on the conclusions that are drawn from the data. We infer that missing data on
smaller and more complex scales in time and space may influence the parameter estimates too, and this
influence should also be investigated. The sources of influence on parameter estimates investigated in this
paper (cutoff magnitude, aftershock incompleteness, finite catalog length) only form a subset of all potential
sources of influence, but we show that they have to be considered when drawing conclusions about seismi-
city from parameter estimates of different regions or different Mcut.

Appendix A

We derive the relationship between the number of apparent background events and Mcut expressed by
equation (6).

Using equation (4) na can be expressed with

na ¼ ∫
Mmax

Mcut
K0e

α M�M0ð Þ�p Mð Þ dM ¼
n

e β �αð Þ Mmax�Mcutð Þ � 1
e β �αð Þ Mmax�M0ð Þ � 1

� �
for α≠β

n
Mmax �Mcut

Mmax �M0

� �
for α ¼ β

8>>><
>>>:

: (A1)

The dependence of the apparent background rate onMcut is derived in the following. First, the total number
of events at Mcut is estimated according to the G-R law.

Ncut
total ¼ Nobs

total�eβ Mobs�Mcutð Þ (A2)

where the total number of events at magnitude Mobs is known. Then the number of background events is
estimated through equation (7) as

Ncut
bg ¼ Ncut

total� 1� ncuta

� �
(A3)

where ncuta is given with equation (A1) as

ncuta ¼ nobsa
e β�αð Þ Mmax�Mcutð Þ � 1
e β�αð Þ Mmax�Mobsð Þ � 1

� �
: (A4)

Inserting equation (A4) in (A3) the total number of background events is
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Ncut
bg ¼ Ncut

total� 1� nobsa
e β�αð Þ Mmax�Mcutð Þ � 1
e β�αð Þ Mmax�Mobsð Þ � 1

� �

¼ Nobs
totale

β Mobs�Mcutð Þ� 1� Nobs
tot � Nobs

bg

Nobs
tot

e β�αð Þ Mmax�Mcutð Þ � 1
e β�αð Þ Mmax�Mobsð Þ � 1

 !
: (A5)
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